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This second edition of the Ecohouse design guide outlines the key issues, strategies and design solutions for designers and self-builders who want to build low energy, low impact homes. 

At a time when fossil fuel energy prices are soaring and the impacts of climate change are beginning to bite, no one should begin to design a 21st century house without understanding the lessons of this timely and exciting book.

Hot topics covered include materials, insulation, thermal mass, natural ventilation, infiltration, solar design systems and water conservation.   --This text refers to the      Paperback  edition.  

       About the Author
   
PhD, Principal Lecturer, School of Architecture, Oxford Brookes University
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Network Attacks and Exploitation: A FrameworkJohn Wiley & Sons, 2015

	Incorporate offense and defense for a more effective network security strategy


	Network Attacks and Exploitation provides a clear, comprehensive roadmap for developing a complete offensive and defensive strategy to engage in or thwart hacking and computer espionage. Written by an expert in both government and corporate...
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Protecting SQL Server DataRed gate, 2009

	For as long as there has been something to communicate between two persons there has been data. Today, vast volumes of it are gathered about almost every individual and business. It is the information that we provide when we sign up for an account at our favorite website, fill out a job application, or apply for a mortgage.
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PMP Certification All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	This completely updated guide prepares you for taking the PMP certification exam


	As the most popular project management certification available, the PMP certification is very difficult to obtain and demands stringent requirements. Thankfully, this All-in-One guide is packed with valuable information that has been completely...
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More on Mediterranean Diets (World Review of Nutrition and Dietetics, Vol. 97)Karger, 2006

	This book is an update of the previous volume on Mediterranean diets published in 2000, which provided extensive reviews of the various diets existing in the Mediterranean region. Since then, a number of studies have been published on the relationship between a Mediterranean-type of diet and chronic diseases. However, because the ‘diet...
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Web Application Vulnerabilities: Detect, Exploit, PreventSyngress Publishing, 2007
This book is about Web Application Hacking.  The world-renowned authors teach the reader to use publicly available tools to conduct thorough assessments of web application. This assessment process provides the reader with an understanding of Web application vulnerabilities and how they are exploited. The book goes on to teach the reader to detect,...
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Maran Illustrated Excel 2003Course Technology PTR, 2005

	Produced by the award-winning maranGraphics Group, Maran Illustrated™ Microsoft® Excel 2003 is a valuable resource for all readers, regardless of experience. Clear, step-by-step instructions walk the reader through each operation from beginning to end. Helpful topic introductions and useful tips provide additional information and...
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